
The most effective form of active listening practice is the one-on-one interview. Sit across from a person who has 
a story to tell and listen to them without judgment, keep strong eye contact and ask clarifying questions when 
appropriate. But unless your day job affords you the opportunity to frequently engage in such interactions, it 
might be difficult to increase your active listening reps. One hack to remedy this scenario is the ghost interview.  
Here’s how you do it. 

1. Choose an episode of your favorite 1-on-1 video or audio interview platform.  
i. Maybe it’s the episode of the Tim Ferris podcast where he interviews Rick Rubin, the episode of Still 

Processing podcast where Wesley Morris and Jenna Wortham are interviewing Barry Jenkins or the Fresh 
Air episode where Terry Gross interviews Nikole Hannah-Jones. Or if you prefer video interviews, maybe 
you select the video of Chris Anderson interviewing Christiane Amanpour about fake news on the TED 
platform. 

2. Set aside an hour to listen to or watch your selected interview with your undivided attention. 
3. With a pen and pad in hand, begin the interview paying special attention to the interview subject. 
4. At the end of each answer by the subject - or the end of each complete thought - pause the recording and 

write down in your journal how you would paraphrase their latest expression of thought. You can start your 
paraphrasing with “It sounds like they’re saying…” “If I understand them right….” or “What I hear them 
saying is…” 

5. Once you’ve finished paraphrasing, write down the question that you would ask the subject if you were 
conducting the interview. 

6. After you’ve finished writing down your question, resume the recording, repeating the steps above until the 
end of the interview (or until you’ve been practicing for 30 minutes, whichever comes first). 

7. At the end of this exercise, reflect on your level of engagement with the interview subject. Do you feel as though 
you have a more thorough understanding of their perspective and point of view than you typically have after listening to a 
podcast or watching an interview?   

8. You can also reflect on the similarities and differences between your hypothetical interview questions and the 
actual questions. Was the interviewer asking many of the same questions as you were? Did their questions surprise you? Do 
you think that the interviewer did a good job of engaging the subject?
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https://tim.blog/2015/05/15/rick-rubin/
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/04/27/magazine/barry-jenkins-on-life-post-oscars.html?_r=0
http://www.npr.org/2017/10/13/557558468/how-the-systemic-segregation-of-schools-is-maintained-by-individual-choices
https://www.ted.com/talks/christiane_amanpour_how_to_seek_truth_in_the_era_of_fake_news

